ABSTRACT. Let X and Y denote real Hilbert spaces, and let L: X --> Y be a closed densely-defined linear operator having closed range. Given an element y E Y, we determine least squares solutions of the linear equation Lx = y by using the method of regularization.
I. Introduction and general theory. (A)
Introduction. The method of regularization we introduced by Phillips [24] and Tikhonov [28, 29] as a means of overcoming instabilities of numerical computations for first kind integral equations. More recently, Locker and Prenter [19, 20] have examined regularization in a general Hilbert space setting, applying it to first kind integral equations while regularizing with differential operators. Other work of Locker and Prenter [21] involves regularizing ill-posed two-point linear boundary value problems using the identity operator.
Throughout this paper we let X and Y denote real Hilbert spaces with inner products ( , ) and norms 1111, and we let L: X ~ Y be a closed densely-defined linear operator having closed range. Given an element y E Y, we want to determine least squares solutions of the linear equation Under suitable conditions on Land T there exists a unique element x" E ~(L) satisfying
and the x" converge to a least squares solution of (1.1) as 0: --> O.
In the following exposition many well-known results regarding regularization are given. Most are included in §I, where we establish the general theory of regularization. In §II we study regularizing linear boundary value problems using similar differential operators, and in §III we examine regularization in a discrete setting. These two sections represent the principal contributions of this paper.
§I follows the work of Locker and Prenter [19, 21] by making appropriate assumptions on Land T, the regularizing operator, and by viewing regularization as a least squares process, an idea introduced and outlined by Nashed [23] . For each real number 0: =1= 0 we establish the existence and uniqueness of the regularized approximate solution x"' and show that the x" converge to a least squares solution of (1.1) as 0: --> o. The technique employed to establish error estimates is the alternative method, surveys of which have been given by Cesari [4, 5] and Hale [10] . The special form of the alternative method used in this paper was developed by Kannan and Locker [13] . The rate of convergence will be shown to be of order 0: 2 , which is in contrast to the rate of convergence of order 10:1 obtained by Ivanov [12] with T = I, the identity operator.
In § §II and III we let L be an nth-order differential operator in X = L2 [a, b] , and we regularize using for Tan mth-order differential operator in L2 [a, b] with m :s;; n. Using an approximating space of Hermite splines, we construct numerical solutions to (1.1) by the method of continuous least squares in §II, and by the method of discrete least squares in §III.
In both sections we establish error estimates by first showing superconvergence at the knots of the partition associated with the spline approximating space. This is known to occur with Galerkin approximates to particular two-point boundary value problems [9] . Developments in both sections extend work of Sammon [26] and Locker and Prenter [18] in a well-posed setting. The discrete least squares analysis in [18] is an alternate analysis of the method of collocation applied to well-posed ordinary differential equations, which was done by deBoor and Swartz [8] . Ascher [1] has studied discrete least squares together with Gaussian quadrature in a well-posed setting. The analysis is relatively complicated, but it allows for a more general spline approximating space than the Hermite splines used here.
An outline of §II follows: Part (A) describes the mathematical setting and introduces x"' the (continuous) least squares approximate to x" which is selected from a spline subspace. In (F) we establish the convergence of x" to Xo = L"y, a particular least squares solution of (1.1).
To develop the error estimates, we introduce in (B) the generalized inverse L + and list properties of the associated generalized Green's function G(t, s), which has been characterized by Locker in [16, 17] . This information along with appropriate adjoints of L and A = TI~(L), which are examined in (C) , is used to establish smoothness and uniform boundedness of the Xa in (D). In (E) we examine the linear operator Tax = (Lx, aAx), explicitly characterizing the local and global smoothness of the associated rep res en tors for its generalized inverse. This parallels the representor theory of Locker and Prenter [19, 22] .
Because of the exact integration involved in the computation of X a , the least squares approximate to Xa' the method in §II is in general impractical. This is readily overcome by the implementation of discrete least squares and numerical quadrature in §III.
We begin in (A) of the third section by introducing xa' the discrete least squares approximate to Xa' proving its existence and uniqueness in (B) and (C). In (D) we " introduce x a' the quasi-discrete least squares approximate to x"' using it to establish error estimates for x" -Xo in (E).
(B) The method of regularization. To analyze the method of regularization, it is necessary to work with f»( L) under two different structures. The first is the graph norm structure of L:
Because L is a closed operator, it follows that f»(L) is a Hilbert space under this structure. We now make the following assumptions on Land T: We get the main existence and uniqueness theorem for the method of regularization from [19, 
It is possible to view regularization as a least squares process, an approach introduced by Nashed [23] . Let us use the standard product structure on Y EB Z:
For each real a "* 0 let Ta be the linear operator from ~(L) into Y EB Z defined by Tax = (Lx, aAx). From assumption (1) we see that Ta is a 1-1 mapping, and clearly Ta is bounded from ~(L) under the *-structure into Y EB Z under the product structure. Thus, Ta has a bounded, everywhere-defined adjoint Ta tr :
It follows from [19, Lemma 3.3, p. 509 ] that the range ~(Ta) is closed in Y EB Z under the product structure. Let Qa be the orthogonal projection from Y EB Z onto %(Ta tr ) in terms of the product structure, so that 1-Qa is the orthogonal projection onto ~(Ta)' Let Ta+ be the generalized inverse of Ta given by Ta+ = Ta-1 (I -Qa). From the Open Mapping Theorem the operator T,,+: Y EB Z ~ ~(L) is bounded from the product structure into the * -structure. More precisely, we have
where the operator norm is taken from the product structure into the * -structure on
If y E Y and if we set (C) Error estimates in the * -norm for x" -V'y. Next, we establish the convergence of the x" to a least squares solution of (1.1) as a ~ 0 and develop the associated error estimates. Let N.1 * denote the orthogonal complement of a subspace N in ~(L) with respect to the inner product ( , )*' and let P * and I -P * be the orthogonal projections from ~(L) onto %(L) and %(L).1 * = ~(Ltr), resp. In License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see http://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use Also, the operator L #L:
is continuous under the * -structure, and it is easy to check that L#.L is symmetric, and hence, is selfadjoint. Form its generalized
and which is continuous under the * -structure.
plays a key role in establishing the following uniform boundedness and convergence of the Xa [21] . well-posed problems. We will work in the real Hilbert space X = Y = Z = L2 [a, b] under the standard inner product and norm, and in the subspace
Let L be an nth-order differential operator in L2 [a, b] 
We know that L* is an nth-order differential operator in L2 [a, b] determined by the formal adjoint T* and by a set of 2n -ko adjoint boundary values Bi,··· ,Bin-k o ' and T* is an mth-order differential operator in L2 [a, b] determined by 0* and a set of 2m -kl adjoint boundary values Ct, ... ,Ctrn-k!' Also, the product operator L*L is a 2nth-order differential operator in L2 [a, b] determined by the formal differential operator T*T and by the set of 2n boundary values
Let P denote the family of all partitions ~ of [a, b] . For ~ E P given by ~:
In terms of a partition ~ we introduce the subspace Let Sp(2n -1, ~, n -1) denote the space of Hermite splines of degree 2n -1 having C n -1 global continuity. The cardinal basis
for Sp(2n -1, ~, n -1) consists of the unique splines from Sp(2n -1, ~, n -1) solving the interpolation problems cP~j)(tl) = 8i/8jrn ,
Each x E Sp(2n -1, ~, n -1) has the unique representation
;=0 j=O which will be used later to establish certain error estimates. 
Define the (continuous) least squares approximate xa E SN to Xa by the condition (2.4) or equivalently,
Combining (2.3) and (2.5) we have
If we write xa = r.):lC/Pi' then from (2.6) the coefficients c l , ... , C M satisfy the linear 
where
and !J?( L), resp., and let G be the generalized Green's function associated with L, which satisfies 
The operator L*L + I, its Green's function G(t, s), and [17, Chapter IVj give us the following:
If we combine (2.12) with [17, Chapter IIIj, then we obtain the following results for A and its adjoint A *: THEOREM 2.4. Let ~ E P, 0 ~ j < 00, and 0 ~ k < 00, and let T be an mth-order differential operator with m ~ n.
bj, and there exists a positive constant {Xjk independent of
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Recall from Theorem 1.1 that for a giveny E L2 [a, b] we have L#Lx a + a2A#Axa = L#y, and hence, for u E ~(L),
We conclude that Xa E ~(L) also satisfies the equation
For the operator L*L + a 2 A*A we have the following easily-proven result. 
, which is bounded under the graph norm structure of L, will playa key role. Recall that the range
where P is the L 2 -orthogonal projection from L2 [a, b] onto %(L). By the Open Mapping Theorem the linear operator Kl is bounded under the graph norm structure of L.
By the Open Mapping Theorem (L *) + is bounded from the graph norm structure of L into the L 2_structure.
The following theorem concerns a restriction of the linear operator K l' Its proof is based on the fact that
which follows from Lemma 2.2. 
Proceed by induction. Q.E.D.
Since we have convergence of the xa to X o = L"y in the * -norm by Theorem Next we examine the uniform boundedness and convergence of the xa' Equation (2.15) will playa key role. Let ~ E (fJ and assume 0 ~ k < 00 and 0 ~ m < n. 
We have proved the following [a, b] under the L 2 -product structure, and Ta is bounded from the graph norm structure of L into the L 2 -product structure. Consequently, there exists an adjoint operator Ta*:
, which is bounded from the L 2-product structure into the graph norm structure of L, given by
Let Qa be the orthogonal projection with respect to the L 2-product structure from where we take the operator norms of Ta+ from the L 2-product structure into the Hn-structure, the graph norm structure of L, and the * -structure, resp.
We are now ready to develop the representor theory for 
If we set u = Px E N( L), then applying (2.26) to u gives (2.28)
To continue this development, we will need to work with the adjoint operator (L +)*: ~(L) ~ L2 [a, b] , which is bounded from the graph norm structure of L into the L 2_structure, and is given by 
Now let G(t, s)

. ,n -1 set G/t, s) = Git(s) = (3/3t)iG(t, s). Continuing the above discussion, we have x(j)(t) -(d/dt)iPx(t) = (d/dt)iL + Lx(t) = (G it , Lx), while from (2.26), (2.28), and (2.30) we have x(j)(t) -(d/dt)ipx(t) = (li~ + a(L*)+ A*a'/t, Lx).
Upon combining these two results, we get (t;'+a(L.)+A.ajt-GjI'Lx)=O forallxE~(L).
Since the functions I;', (L.)+ A.a;', and Gjt all belong to
Let ~o E 9"be the trivial partition of [a, bj given by a = 10
for all ° ~) < 00 and ° ~ k < 00. Assume ° ~ m < n, so that n -m :? We establish the local smoothness of g;' in a similar fashion. Fix an integer) with 
From Lemma 2.8, equations (1.3) and (2, 24) , and norm equivalence we have (2.38) for ° < 10' 1 ~ 1. Then by (2.32), (2.38), (2.36), and (2.37) and Lemma 2.1(ii), 
The function x is the piecewise Hermite interpolate of degree 2n -1 to x [25j.
The next theorem establishes superconvergence at the knots for 
for j = 0,1, ... ,n -1, and for tELl, where Y n is independent of a and Ll. Q.E.D. THEOREM PROOF. Let Ll E 90 be given by a = to < tl < ... < tN = b, and let Xu be the piecewise Hermite interpolate to Xu' By Theorem 2.7 we know that Xu E Ct.n.k [a, b] . From (2.1) and (2.42) we get 
Assume T is an mth-order differential operator with
,oo.,n -1, and for t E [a, b] , where an is independent of a and Ll. Taking the supremum over all t E [a, b] in the above inequality, we get Ilxi j ) -xij)lloo ~ finllxOllcg.khn+k~j for 0 < lal ~ minO, 13 12/2IfKIT, 1/ J2b k } and for j = O,l, ... ,n -1, where fin is independent of a and Il. Let 'In = fin + an' Then combining (2.47) and (2.48) and using the triangle inequality, we have the desired result. Q.E.D.
The next theorem, which follows immediately from Theorems 2.9 and 2.13, and the triangle inequality, is the main theorem of this section. •• , C m satisfy the linear system (2.8). In the event that the functions in (2.8) are even modestly complicated, exact integration is impossible, and we must resort to numerical quadrature. This transforms the continuous least squares problem to a discrete least squares problem.
To set the problem in a specific context, let Il E&>o be given by Il: a = to < tl < ... < tN = b, and for a positive integer I introduce points til"" ,til with t'~l ~ til We are now in a position to establish conditions which guarantee that x" is unique. Let q;, I/; E SN" Then by (3.7) and (3.8), where Y1 is independent of 11 and q. Similarly, (3.12) [ I(
where Y2 is independent of 11. Since 0 ~ m ~ n, it can be shown in the same manner that
where Y3 is independent of 11. Now utilizing (3.13) and (3.14), the Schwarz inequality and the fact that cp, l/; E Sp(2n -1, 11, n -1), estimate (3.9) becomes The following equation also characterizes a quasi-discrete least squares approximate to x". Let ~ E 9o, and assume
In a fashion analogous to that used in establishing the existence of x a' the discrete We now proceed to establish Loo-estimates for the quantities x~j) -~)j) for j = 0,1, ... ,n -1. This requires superconvergence estimate at the knots of the partition, which will follow from the following three lemmas. where ' Y3 is independent of a and A, and (3.24) by [18, Lemma 3.3, p. 1156] , where ' Y4 is independent of a and A.
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see http://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use Thefollowing estimates for the higher order derivatives xi}) -x<j), n ~ j ~ n + k, (3.18 ). These estimates, combined with those in Theorems 2.9 and 3.7, will give the desired estimates for x~;> -x&}). As in (D) we require that y E e ll o. n+k [a, b] . We need the following preliminary result. THEOREM 3.9. Under the hypotheses of Theorem 3.7, for all h sufficiently small and 0 < lal ~ 1, where "y is independent of a and ~.
PROOF. We have from equations (3.2), (3.19) , and (2.3), (3.29) From (3.29) , the definition of the pseudo-inner product, and the Peano Kernel Theorem [7, p. 70] , it follows that PROOF. The result follows from (3.17) and Theorem 3.9. Q.E.D. We now present the main result of §III. THEOREM 3.11. Let T be an mth-order differential operator with 0 ~ m < n and let X o = Li'y. Let .l E 9 0 be given by .l: a = to < tl < ... < tN = b, let 0 ~ k ~ n, and let y E C"o, n + k [a, b] , so that x a E C"n, n +k [a, b] . Assume that the quadrature rule associated with the pseudo-inner product ( , )"i integrates polynomials of degree
